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how did WE start?



creepy VS positive
everything started for us when we realised that some of the 

research and artworks we were making were at the same time 
creepy and extremely positive. 

they could bring to wonderful opportunities for communities and 
individuals, but they could also lead to radical surveillance and 
broken rights and freedoms, depending on how they were used 

all by redefining our public/private/intimate spheres



some examples



VersuS
we captured the real-time digital life of cities

http://www.artisopensource.net/projects/versus-the-realtime-lives-of-cities.html

http://www.artisopensource.net/projects/versus-the-realtime-lives-of-cities.html


1/2 hour of digital life in Turin 
(green=<10 messages, red=>250 messages)



Digital Turin in Italian 
(places of max concentration of social networking using italian language)



Digital Turin in Arabic 
(places of max concentration of social networking using arabic language)



Digital Turin’s wishes 
(places in which people expressed transformation for that place in the city, using social networks)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PRMn4upxHg

Love VS Turin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PRMn4upxHg


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVvIGQ3Q0Jg

Riots VS Rome

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVvIGQ3Q0Jg


Enlarge your Consciousness

http://artisopensource.net/projects/enlarge-your-consciousness.html

we picked random users from social networks, and 
transformed them into human tamagotchis,on sale at 9.99$

http://artisopensource.net/projects/enlarge-your-consciousness.html






each box contained a QR code 
that would connect you to the 

user’s emotions, as expressed on 
social networks 

just like a tamagotchi, you could 
know if the user was sad, happy, 

anxious, etc. 

all for 9.99$



an installation allowed you to view all the users’ emotions



Incautious Porn

http://www.artisopensource.net/projects/incautious-porn.html

a company harvests people’s comments on pornographic 
websites, turns them into paintings, and sells them for 50$ 

commodify everything

http://www.artisopensource.net/projects/incautious-porn.html










Human Ecosystems

http://human-ecosystems.com/home/

capture the real-time digital life of the city, turn it into a 
source of Open Data, make a museum out of it, so that you 

can experience the Relational Ecosystem of the city, build an 
education process in which everyone learns how to use this 

data for research, art, design, civic action, participatory 
public administration, citizen self-organisation, and more

http://human-ecosystems.com/home/


the density of a certain emotion in the city of Rome



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9djF9-Ec1yI

a few seconds of relationships through social networks in Rome

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9djF9-Ec1yI


Culture in the city of Rome, as seen from social networks



the TechCrunch event in Rome, 
as seen from social networks, 

over the MAXXI Museum





the relational ecosystem of innovators in Italy, as they 
express on social networks. 

Note: it is really not resilient. Everyone has relations 
with a few really large operators (at the center of the 

relational supernova), but there are not many peer-to-
peer relations going on





how can we use this approach in rural areas, or where people 
don’t use social networks a lot? 

at XYLab we have created a Rural Human Ecosystem, and we 
invented P2P Ethnography!

http://www.artisopensource.net/network/artisopensource/2014/07/30/communication-knowledge-and-information-in-the-human-ecosystem-p2p-ethnography/

http://www.artisopensource.net/network/artisopensource/2014/07/30/communication-knowledge-and-information-in-the-human-ecosystem-p2p-ethnography/




the Atlas of Rome is a museum exhibit in which citizens can 
express their wishes and projects for their city, using social 

networks and mobile phones 

it is the Participatory Atlas of the Visions in the city



the Real-time museum of the city in Sao Paulo





the Real-time museum of the city in Sao Paulo

people can see the relational ecosystem of the city, and learn how to use it 

(for example, it is currently being used to study the water crisis in Sao Paulo)





Real Time Cairo
has captured the revolts happening in the city during 
the Arab Spring, as they manifested themselves on 

social networks. 

The data can be freely used for research, art, citizen’s 
self organisation, journalism, and more



some of the people in the Arab Spring, in Cairo, using social networks 
(there are currently about 300 times as many, in the database)



the Emotional Compass

various versions of the interface





a compass shows in which direction 
emotions have been expressed around 
the user 

it is a novel way of navigating the city 

by using a simple interface, one can 
combine emotions, topics and 
languages to ask questions to the city: 

ex.: “where are people afraid of loosing 
their job, in italian, spanish and 
german?”



One Million Dreams







One Million Dreams is a database of human dreams, as they are 
expressed on social networks. 

How do people dreams change, over time, geographies and 
communities, with the crisis, wars, news, happenings, contexts 

and more? 

poetic and relevant for sciences and humanities



Stakhanov
a BigData God, harvests information from social networks 
about millions of people, searches for patterns in the data, 

uses the patterns to make predictions about people’s 
interests, emotions, locations, times, and activities. 

it is the Oracle of the age of BigData





Stakhanov’s Cosmology
explains how it works, and its philosophy











we live in our Socialis Continuus, in which we are 
ourselves, with our identities, relations, emotions. 

we are influenced by Stacks, large corporations which 
now largely control how we access the Internet, and 
which also define large parts of the ways in which we 
relate, are fulfilled, gain access to knowledge, etc. 

the Stacks use our actions to understand who we are, 
creating profiles which represent us, in the Stack 
Veritas. 

Algorithms process our profiles and their relations to 
create other information about us, a description of 
reality, in the Res Algoritmica 

Stakhanov grabs all of this and searches for patterns 
within it, to make predictions, which might influence us.



in our daily lives we are Hacceitas, our selves, with our 
relations, identities, emotions, actions, thoughts, etc. 

In the transition to our digital lives, some of this 
information is transformed: we become an Imago, a 
representation of ourselves 

Stacks create this Imago, the representation of 
ourselves in the digital domain. Thus, they are the 
Artifex (the artists, creating the representation of life) 

Stakhanov captures the Imago of people, and searches 
for patterns in them, across time, locations, emotions 
and activities. When it finds patterns, it organizes them 
into a Forma. 

The Forma are used to create predictions, the 
Prophetia, which we come to know, and influence us.



Our Imago is represented in the Cloud, which is only 
truly accessible by the Stacks and a limited number of 
other, interrelated, subjects and entities, in the Caelum 
Internum. 

Through the APIs other entities, among which is 
Stahanov, are able to access the Imago of people, with 
many limitations and incompletenesses. 

This is the Caelum Externum, in which the Imago is 
partially available, as the Stacks keep most part of them 
for themselves.



In all of this Omnia Sunt Adventores, “everyone is 
a customer”. 

Every person and entity is a customer for the 
Stacks, with different levels of engagement. 

The Hospes, are the people who dedicate 
attention (Adtentio). Anyone who, for any reason, 
dedicates time and attention, is already a 
customer. 

The Benevolens are the ones who share 
information (Informatio), such as their email, 
behaviour, actions. 

The Cliens actually spend money ($). 

The Stacks are obsessed with Clients (Clientibus 
Obsesses)



BUSINESS AS USUAL



http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/17/technology/acxiom-the-quiet-giant-of-consumer-database-marketing.html?pagewanted=all

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/17/technology/acxiom-the-quiet-giant-of-consumer-database-marketing.html?pagewanted=all


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7P2ViCRObs

the Acxiom Hymn
by Vienna Teng

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7P2ViCRObs


conscious / unconscious 
(& algorithms which do weird things)

the transformation is 



example!

the IoT is coming!
redefining property:

who physically owns, who legally owns… 

but who is the SuperUser?!?



https://nplusonemag.com/online-only/online-only/leave-your-cellphone-at-home/

Jacob Appelbaum

Cell phones are tracking devices 
which make phone calls.

https://nplusonemag.com/online-only/online-only/leave-your-cellphone-at-home/


http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/09/24/miss-a-payment-good-luck-moving-that-car/

http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/09/24/miss-a-payment-good-luck-moving-that-car/


http://techcrunch.com/2014/10/07/belkin-acknowledges-its-routers-cannot-access-the-internet-and-issues-workaround/

http://techcrunch.com/2014/10/07/belkin-acknowledges-its-routers-cannot-access-the-internet-and-issues-workaround/


“the smarter one’s 
things, the greater the 
possibility that they’ll 
be conscripted into 
schemes you never 
would have imagined 
and might not like.”

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/09/when-everything-works-like-your-cell-phone/379820/

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/09/when-everything-works-like-your-cell-phone/379820/


… but there’s

APIs!
not really… limits, and stuck in a software ecosystem…



The Internet of Someone else’s Things
http://techcrunch.com/2014/10/11/the-internet-of-someone-elses-things/

Stacks!

http://techcrunch.com/2014/10/11/the-internet-of-someone-elses-things/

So, are we doomed to a future of fifth column Smart Things 
that we don’t really own, talking behind our backs to an 

array of soloed Stacks?

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2012/12/bruce-sterling-on-why-it-stopped-making-sense-to-talk-about-the-internet-in-2012/266674/

http://techcrunch.com/2014/10/11/the-internet-of-someone-elses-things/
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2012/12/bruce-sterling-on-why-it-stopped-making-sense-to-talk-about-the-internet-in-2012/266674/


http://techcrunch.com/2013/08/18/the-internet-were-doing-it-wrong/

They don’t want much, those 
Stacks. Just your identity, your 

allegiance, and all of your 
data. Just to be your sole 

provider of messaging, media, 
merchandise, and metadata. 

Just to take part in as much of 
your online existence as they 
possibly can, and maybe to 
one day mediate your every 

interaction with the world 
around you, online or off.

http://techcrunch.com/2013/08/18/the-internet-were-doing-it-wrong/


ALGORITHMS
and then, there’s



https://medium.com/message/ferguson-is-also-a-net-neutrality-issue-6d2f3db51eb0

https://medium.com/message/ferguson-is-also-a-net-neutrality-issue-6d2f3db51eb0




Ferguson on Twitter Ferguson on Facebook

https://medium.com/message/ferguson-is-also-a-net-neutrality-issue-6d2f3db51eb0

https://medium.com/message/ferguson-is-also-a-net-neutrality-issue-6d2f3db51eb0




http://technosociology.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Zeynep-Computational-Politics-and-Engineering-the-Public.pdfhttp://technosociology.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Zeynep-Computational-Politics-and-Engineering-the-Public.pdf

http://technosociology.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Zeynep-Computational-Politics-and-Engineering-the-Public.pdf


http://www.newrepublic.com/article/117878/information-fiduciary-solution-facebook-digital-gerrymandering

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/117878/information-fiduciary-solution-facebook-digital-gerrymandering


Facebook says that it conducts not one but “over a 
thousand experiments each day,” and a former Facebook 
data scientist recently revealed that “experiments are run on 
every user at some point.” 

A 2012 study in Nature showed that a single tweak 
modifying an “I voted” button on Facebook increased 
turnout in the 2010 congressional elections by about 
340,000 votes. That is enormous power.



The Basics from profile information: * Age, country, region, city; *Family background, family names; *Education; * 
Religion; * Occupation; * Hobbies; * Books, papers, magazines read; * Music preferences; * TV program preferences; * 

Political opinions; * Online spending; * Brand and product interests; * Languages you understand; * Sexual preferences; * 
Travel and holidays; 

Aggregated social data: * Your status; * Knowledge and skills. * Home and car class; * Estimated income and wealth; * 
Social position and that of friends; * Living and family situation; * Use of PC, gadgets, software etc.; * When you are at home; 
* Places where you are out; * What times you are online and with what intentions; * Good and bad days; * When you’re horny. 

Also to consider: * Pace of life; * Diseases and disorders; * Concentration cycle throughout the day; * Whether you are 
persistent or give up quickly; * Work behavior and effort; * Private browsing during work hours; * Preferences between text, 
photo and video; * Proceedings of contact; * Intensity of contact; * Attention to different relationships / friends; * Frequency 

and likelihood of new relationships; * Approach to individuals and businesses; * Choice of words and attitude; * Secret 
desires and fantasies; * Creativity; * Logical thinking; * Non-conscious and irrational behaviors; * Rational choices and 

weight given to these; * Emotions in experiences and exposures; * Behavior in different emotions; * Degree of happiness.



http://youarewhatyoulike.com/

http://youarewhatyoulike.com/


http://www.wired.com/2014/08/i-liked-everything-i-saw-on-facebook-for-two-days-heres-what-it-did-to-me/

“By liking everything, I turned 
Facebook into a place where 
there was nothing I liked. To be 
honest, I really didn’t like it. I 
didn’t like what I had done.” 

As for many of us, because of work, fun or 
loneliness, social media platforms are mirroring 
and sometimes replacing our offline human 
interactions, we should stop for a second and 
reflect why we do what we do and with who.

http://www.wired.com/2014/08/i-liked-everything-i-saw-on-facebook-for-two-days-heres-what-it-did-to-me/


http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2014/08/what_happens_if_you_hide_everything_on_facebook_i_tried_it_for_a_day.html

… or the opposite

http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2014/08/what_happens_if_you_hide_everything_on_facebook_i_tried_it_for_a_day.html


better service, AND also more spookiness



Geoffrey Hinton explains Google’s strategies



https://medium.com/backchannel/google-search-will-be-your-next-brain-5207c26e4523

Google search will be your 
next brain?

https://medium.com/backchannel/google-search-will-be-your-next-brain-5207c26e4523


At a keynote presentation at the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona in 
February 2014, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg said that Facebook's 
acquisition of WhatsApp was closely related to the Internet.org vision.



"for a group of people (about 0.04% of 
users, or 1 in 2500) for a short period 
(one week, in early 2012). “ 

"And at the end of the day, the actual 
impact on people in the experiment was 
the minimal amount to statistically detect 
it “ 

"The goal of all of our research at 
Facebook is to learn how to provide a 
better service."



the well-connected bathroom  :)



as the toothbrush’s website proudly announces, it also 

“records brushing activity as 
data that you can chart on 
your own and share with 

dental professionals.” 
What happens to that data — whether it goes to these dental professionals, or your 
insurance company, stays with you or is appended to your data already owned by 

Facebook and Google — is a controversial question.



The digitisation of everyday life and the 
rapaciousness of financialisation risk turning 
everything — genome to bedroom — into a 

productive asset.

Evgeny Morozov



“like the ATM that gives you access to the 
wealth locked within your genes”

Esther Dyson



one, possible, weird, future: 

what happens when the 
refusal to “share” becomes 
tinged with as much guilt as 
the refusal to save or work or 
pay debts, with a veneer of 

morality covering up — once 
again — exploitation



70,000 data points — including how you 
type and how you use your phone — already help banks decide whether 

online applicants are worthy of a loan.

“all data 
is credit data”





Well, if all data is credit data, 
then all life — captured by 
digital sensors in the world 
around us — beats to the 
rhythms of debt.

Evgeny Morozov



… examples could go 
on and on…



UBIQUITOUS COMMONS
http://www.ubiquitouscommons.org

http://www.ubiquitouscommons.org


THE SCENARIO

• we generate massive amounts of 
information, through network 
connected devices



PROBLEM
• we have no way to understand what 

information we generate

• we have no way to understand how this 
information is used (directly and indirectly)

• we have no possibility to express how we 
want our information to be used

• we have no constructive way to build 
collaborative initiatives using all of this 
information



HYPOTHESIS

• create a peer-to-peer protocol

• (and, hence, ecosystem)

• which hosts our expression about 
intended usage of information, and

• which hosts the access mechanism to 
our data/information



A LEGAL / TECHNOLOGICAL TOOLKIT



CURRENT SCENARIO





NEW SCENARIO





OUTCOMES



DATA-SUBJECTS CHOOSE THEIR 
LICENSES FOR THE INFORMATION THEY 

PUBLISH/GENERATE



LICENSE IS POLYMORPHIC



LICENSE DISTRIBUTED ONTO THE 
BLOCKCHAIN



THE ENTIRE BLOCKCHAIN VERIFIES 
ACCESS



TRANSACTIONS ARE LIKE MICRO-
CONTRACTS: FULLY TRACEABLE AND 

TRANSPARENT



COMMUNITIES/ORGS/PEOPLE CAN 
CREATE LICENSES FOR SPECIFIC 

PURPOSES



OPENS UP MULTIPLE TYPES OF 
ECONOMIES



NEXT STEPS



CREATE ADOPTION CASES



MOVE TO FIRMWARE OF
IOT AND NETWORK CONNECTED 

DEVICES



UBIQUITOUS COMMONS
http://www.ubiquitouscommons.org

http://www.ubiquitouscommons.org

